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<tbody>
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</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SETTING THE STAGE FOR PERSONAL SUCCESS (S)
- **S3**—Video: Intro to Group & Team Dynamics (online quiz)
- **S4**—Approved CC event: Innovative Thinking (answer questions in Blackboard)

### POST GRADUATION PLANNING (P)
- **P3**—Video: Career mentoring (online quiz)
- **P4**—Review prototype with PEERS, submit signed prototype into Blackboard
- **P5**—Approved CC event (answer questions in Blackboard)

### COMMUNICATING IN THE 21ST CENTURY (C)
- **C5**—Video: A Practical Guide for Conducting Technical Presentations (online quiz)
- **C6**—Critique: answer questions in Blackboard in reference to a technical presentation that was attended
- **C7**—UCC event: Get resume reviewed and approved by Career Center